Abstract Anaerobic digestion (AD) plants are highly efficient wastewater treatment processes with possible energetic valorisation. Despite these advantages, many industries are still reluctant to use them because of their instability in front of changes in operating conditions. To face this major drawback and to enhance the industrial use of anaerobic digestion, one solution is to develop and to implement knowledge base (KB) systems that are able to detect and to assess in real-time the quality of operating conditions of the processes. Case-based techniques and heuristic approaches have been already tested and validated on AD processes but two major properties were lacking: modularity of the system (the knowledge base system should be easily tuned on a new process and should still work if one or more inputs are added or removed) and uncertainty management (the assessment of the KB system should remain relevant even in case of too poor or conflicting information sources). This paper addresses these two points and presents a modular KB system where an uncertain reasoning formalism, the Dempster-Shafer theory, is used to combine partial and complementary fuzzy diagnosis modules.
Introduction
The general objective of diagnosis KB systems is to manage any fault occurring on a process. In the context of biological processes, this requires to pay a specific attention to uncertainties about relationships linking the different variables and the overall diagnosis scheme can be seen as threefold: (i) to validate the different information sources on which the decision will be based (e.g., measurements, mathematical models, human expert assessment, …), (ii) to analyse these validated information sources in order to precise where is specifically located the problem and (iii) to take a decision concerning the recovery actions to be performed in order to bring back the process state in safe and/or optimal conditions. Details on the first point can be found in where the notion of sensors network has been defined and managed. The second aspect has been detailed in for a pilot scale AD fixed bed reactor of 1 m 3 volume. The objective of the present paper is to show that this methodology can be very easily extrapolated to any other AD process. In particular, it is shown that an efficient diagnosis of an industrial process (2000 m 3 ) can be obtained and used as a strong basis for decision on recovery actions.
Diagnosis requirements for AD processes
There is an abundant literature on process fault diagnosis ranging from analytical methods to artificial intelligence and statistical approaches. From a modelling perspective, accurate quantitative, semiquantitative or qualitative models can be required. At the other end of the spectrum, there are methods that do not assume any form of model information and rely only on historic process data. It is however out of the scope of the present paper to review all these methods but the reader interested in could refer to a serie of three very interesting review papers by Venkatasubramanian and co-authors (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003a; 2003b; 2003c) . Some specific diagnosis characteristics have to be fulfilled when dealing with biological processes in general and AD plants in particular. Indeed, AD plants are continuous processes working 24 hours a day and 365 days a year; thus their robustness requirements are very high. These requirements are further reinforced by the length of the start-up phase (up to several weeks to several months to startup an AD process at the industrial scale). It is thus much more important to avoid breakdowns than to achieve high performances in normal operating conditions. Quick detection is then clearly a second key issue. Another important requirement is adaptability. Indeed, natural inoculate used when starting up an AD process may have completely different dynamic behaviours few months later. This is an advantage when dealing with complex compounds that cannot be degraded in aerobic conditions (Macarie, 2000) but lag periods of few weeks to few months are sometimes needed prior quantifiable degradation can be noticed. As a consequence, any control or diagnosis system must present large adaptability to handle process changes as they develop with time. Another reason for this requirement is the changes in wastewater composition that are very likely to occur at the industrial scale. To date, AD is indeed the dominant treatment method for brewery, distillery and numerous food-processing wastewaters but these wastewaters have very dynamic daily or seasonal compositions that affect the process dynamics accordingly. Finally, in a telemonitoring context, a fourth property has to be supported by the KB system: the ability to automatically evaluate the quality of the provided diagnosis. This feature is particularly useful to help a local expert (or to warn a remote expert if no local expert is available) when no satisfying conclusion can be found in case of conflicting situations (Lardon et al., 2002) .
Biological state typology
The determination of the biological state of the process is basically a classification problem. The first problem is then to build the list of all possible exclusive states. On the base of expert knowledge available within the TELEMAC European project and in link with other related works (Tartakovsky et al., 2002) , six states have been defined for AD processes: 
toxicity (T):
a toxic is present in the influent and causes inhibition or decay of microorganisms. It is obviously possible to define more states or to define them differently, the approach presented below will still remain valid, but this typology allows one to take appropriate and different decisions for each of them.
Methodology
Because all AD processes do not present the same level of instrumentation, a bank of small diagnosis modules has been preferred to an unique diagnosis structure, each of these modules managing a limited number (2 or 3) of sensors. A set of 12 diagnosis modules (See Figure 1) has been developed from the list of on-line sensors generally available on AD processes: input flow rate (qIn), pH, gas flow rate (qGas), CH 4 and H 2 concentration in the gas phase, volatile fatty acids concentration (VFA). Theses modules are fuzzy inference systems based on a set of expert rules, linking semantic values (e.g., "weak", "normal", "high") of the input variables to a process state defined in the previous section. However with a limited number of inputs, it is not possible to isolate each operating conditions from only one module, i.e. when looking at only two sensors, some states cannot be differentiated. For example, in the case of the diagnosis module based on pH and qIn, a rule is formulated as:
If the pH is normal and its trend negative, and if the input flow rate is normal or weak, then the possible states are "Organic Overload" or "Toxicity". Each fuzzy inference system evaluates the level of probability that each of its output ("Normal", "Hydraulic Overload", "Organic Overload or Toxicity",…) is the current one. This partial conclusion is formulated according the Dempster-Shafer theory formalism. This formalism allows one to manipulate non-necessarily exclusive events and thus to represent explicitly process uncertainty (Shafer, 1976) . This theory has been further developed by (Smets and Kennes, 1994) and is considered as an alternative to the probability theory. For more details about the Dempster-Shafer theory and its application to a pilot scale AD process, the reader can also refer to . In addition to modularity, the main interest to express the results of each fuzzy system into this formalism is that they can be easily combined together. Moreover, results of all modules, noted F i in Figure 1 , will be weakened by a factor α i corresponding to the confidence one can have in the results of a module. These confidence indexes are computed on the basis of the related module structure (i.e., number and nature of inputs) and on the uncertainty associated to the measurements and determined when managing the sensors network. Then, only the most accurate information sources (denoted as On in Figure 1 ) will be combined to generate an unique point-of-view which is the expression of crosschecking and conflict resolution between all selected sources. The obtained conclusion is an interval of probability for each state and it is possible to take a decision based upon the most probable probability and to fix a minimal threshold for this probability. 
Application
The set of rules of each diagnosis module has been developed and validated on a well-instrumented pilot plant from INRA, France . The main hypothesis relies on the fact that only the fuzzification of the input variables (i.e., determination of the measurement ranges in which the pH is considered as low, the VFA concentration as high,…) is specific to an AD process and that the previously rules are generic to the overall AD scheme. The application of this diagnosis approach on a different plant should confirm or infirm this hypothesis. It has thus been applied to an industrial 2,000m 3 CSTR anaerobic digester with biomass recycling. This plant belongs to the AGRALCO company and is located in Estella, Spain. This co-operative processes the solid and liquid wastes of g/L but subject to large changes. The validation has been carried on two sets of data, corresponding to the activity seasons in 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 . Data of 2001 have been used as a learning set to tune the fuzzy membership functions used in each diagnosis module. From prototypes of each situation and from the heuristic knowledge of the plant manager, a first version of fuzzification functions is used to produce preliminary diagnosis results. Then, these results are compared to expected ones and fuzzification in the diagnosis modules are modified until obtaining a good conformity between expected and produced results. The so-tuned diagnosis system has been validated on 220 days issued from data of 2002-2003 presented in Figure 2 where one can notice: -from day 0 to 10 : the start-up of the process, which is basically an underload phase, -from day 10 to 21 an increase of pH of the digester, which can be understood as a toxicity phase, -from day 21 to 45, an hydraulic overload phase with high input flow rate and VFA concentration, -from day 50 to 67, an organic overload phase with an acidogenesis phase between days 56 and 62, -from day 72 to 80, an underload phase (characterised by very low input flow rate and VFA concentration and by an increase of CH 4 percentage in the gas phase), -from day 95 to 110, a low hydraulic overload (high input flow rate, increase of VFA concentration and gas flow rate) followed by an organic overload from day 110 to 138 (VFA accumulation, decrease of gas flow rate and of CH 4 percentage), -from day 161 to 173, an hydraulic overload followed by an organic overload from day 173 to 200. Figure 3 presents the obtained results (thin lines) compared to the expected ones (plain lines). The height of the peaks corresponds to a probability that this state is the current one. In other words, when the value is close to one, there is no doubt that this state is the good one but, on the contrary for low values, the diagnosis is quite uncertain and the intervention of an expert (either locally or remotely if not available at the local level) could be recommended. It can be seen in Figure 3 that results from the diagnosis system compare nicely with data labelled by a human expert. All major failures (i.e., Toxicity, Acidogenesis, Organic Overload and Hydraulic Overload) are indeed correctly and quickly detected and main differences are observed :
for the separation between the underload and normal states (see between days 75 and 100), but even for the human expert, the borderline between these two states is not clear; -for transitions between two failures (e.g., between days 100 and 140), the diagnosis system activates the normal state although the process goes directly from hydraulic to organic overload.
Conclusion
Applied on several data sets from an industrial plant and from a pilot-scale process, the presented methodology demonstrated an improvement of diagnosis robustness compared to a non modular approach (i.e., one overall system managing all information sources together) because sensor failures disable only some diagnosis modules and not the whole system. A second interest is the explicit representation of the uncertainty in the diagnosis system. This characteristics indeed provides the human expert with information on the quality of the diagnosis and is of great help when resolving conflicting situations. It has been also demonstrated that this methodology is: -easy to apply on any AD process since the developed expert rules are generic and only the tuning of the fuzzy membership functions is specific to a process, -tolerant to imperfect tuning since an approximate tuning of the fuzzy membership functions leads to approximate results of each module but this uncertainty is partially reduced by the combination performed using the Dempster-Shafer theory. As a conclusion, the presented methodology provides a modular and robust diagnosis KB system that is able to detect and assess operating states in anaerobic digestion processes. Moreover, because knowledge produced by each module is represented and combined into the formalism of the Dempster-Shafer theory, the system is able to produce the "best" possible conclusions according to the available information and to evaluate its own level of uncertainty and conflict. These last points are very useful for telemonitoring objectives as they are studied in the TELEMAC European project.
